What is HemoSolutions?

How can I sign up for a free screening
or get more information?

Call (719) 380-1900
Fax (719) 591-8933
Visit our website www.hemosolutions.com
E-mail us at info@hemosolutions.com

Just like people, dogs
have diseases or sustain injuries that require
blood transfusion. The immediate availability of
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blood is often the difference between life and death.
Due to a persistent nation-wide shortage of blood,
HemoSolutions was founded to provide quality
blood products for the veterinary profession. Unlike

3890 Village Seven Road
Colorado Springs, CO 80917

many animal blood banks that use kennel dogs
solely for blood collection, HemoSolutions draws
its blood supply from healthy dogs that live with
caring owners. Approximately 1 out of 15 dogs have
an appropriate blood type to become a donor, but
even fewer meet the criteria. That makes it a great
challenge to find suitable donors, but we are deeply
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committed to our purpose.

Quality Blood Products for
the Veterinary Profession
(4/2017)

Feel the personal satisfaction of knowing
that you and your pet have helped dogs
and cats in need who might otherwise die.
DONATE NOW!

What are the risks to my dog?
Problems from blood collection are rare. Bruising at
the site of collection is common, but is usually very mild.
Infections are very rare. Strenuous exercise, however,
should be avoided for 1-2 days after donating.
NO SEDATION REQUIRED

How long does a donation take?
A donation takes 10-30 minutes.

Where and when is blood collected?

What are the criteria for a dog
to become a blood donor?
• Healthy, obedient, and even tempered

Blood is collected at our facility located at
3890 Village Seven Rd. in Colorado Springs.
Local sites may change occasionally to meet the
needs of HemoSolutions and its donors. Upon
signing up for the program, you will be given the
exact location.

• Between one and eight years old

What are the benefits for me
if my dog becomes a donor?
As the owner of a blood donor you will:
• A monetary incentive, up to $150 will be sent to the veterinarian
of your choice, to use as you wish within their practice

• Weighs at least 50 pounds
• Current on all vaccinations
• Receiving heartworm preventative April through October
• Flea and tick preventative April through October

• Feel the personal satisfaction of knowing that you and your pet
have helped other pets in need that might otherwise die

After your pet has completed 6 successful donations,
a check will be sent to the veterinarian of your choice
to be used in their practice.

• Willing to donate a minimum of six times per year

• Receive a free blood screening and typing for your dog
• Have a priority status for HemoSolutions blood products in the
event your dog needs a transfusion

How do I receive credit for my pet’s donations?

How do dogs become donors?
What are my obligations once
my dog becomes a donor?
Once a donor, we will request that your
pet donate at least 6 times per year.
Some pets may be able to donate even
more frequently. Donations will be
arranged on a scheduled appointment
basis. We may call you for emergency
donations with the understanding that
any donation beyond six is voluntary.

After being identified as a
potential donor, HemoSolutions
will draw a sample from your dog
and determine his/her blood type.
Depending on their blood type,
some donors may start donating
immediately. However, some donors
may not be activated until their
specific blood type is needed.

